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I took a recent visit to the Mai Hao gallery where there were several Hungarian artists work on
Exhibit. This theme through the exhibit were very contemporary. All the artists were showing
contemporary life or issues around our time.
Some of the images caught my attention for the aesthetics.

Others for their cleverness (It took a couple of glances to understand how this image had been
done.)

Fekete Zsolt artist of image above has taken a picture rather quirky of his parents outside. His
everyday images are very simple and effectively show everyday life however they are posed in a
way so as to catch our attention.
and yet what stuck in my mind the most after my visit to the Gallery was the idea of showing very
ordinary every days scenario.
I love to go to a gallery and look at a picture of how a family lived in the past an image from the

60s intrigues me, the different clothes, hair etc. We take pictures every day of our friends on nights
out days in the park with children however I wonder how many of them represent correctly
everyday life. Often the images we take are posed and show only what we want to display to our
contemporaries. What about when we think there is no camera about how do we dress differently.
Think of Mum when she is sunbathing in the Garden a hairband on wearing shorts she would not
even go to the supermarket in. What about when the baby wakes you up at two a.m. Or when the
family are sitting watching the television together on the couch.
I recently saw a painting of a group of young people unposed in a bar a very modern image not
what we often see in a painting. Yet in photography altough we take photos every day could they
also be used in fine art and still tell a simple story?
I therefore started to look into artists who have specialised in this type of photography.

There is one other image of Gaspar Risko that I found online which is a good representation of
Hungary communism 40 years on. I like the sketch like style of it and the story it tells very simply.
Hungary is vibrant and the people love to live yet you do not have to look far to see poverty that
still lives on and the years of decay neglect and poverty that yet have to be erased. There are
reminders all over the country of a communist era.

